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EASTEY’S NEW LINE OF
VARIABLE SPEED CONVEYORS
September 21, 2017, Brooklyn Park, MN – Eastey Enterprises, a leading manufacturer of Lsealers, sleeve wrappers, shrink tunnels, bundling equipment and now conveyors, introduces
the EC1248 and EC1848 variable speed conveyors for reliable product transport.

The EC1248 and EC1848 conveyors offer a reliable stand-alone product transport for primary
or secondary product marking, and make a convenient add-on infeed or exit feed conveyor to
existing case taping or shrink wrapping equipment. EC1248 and EC1848’s design is perfect for
integration with ink jet printing equipment. Each conveyor comes pre-drilled in multiple locations
to easily add printer and encoder mounting brackets. The smooth drive belt provides consistent
speed for reliable, scannable barcoding and product transfer. Systems include a lower shelf
with holes for cable management and provide storage for supplies such as spare printheads,
printer and UV LED control boxes, spare ink, and more.

EC1248 and EC1848 utilize an endless belt with self-tracking V-groove for consistent
alignment. The variable speed drive motor is adjustable up to 100 fpm for a variety of
applications. The unit also features a magnetic control box that can be mounted on either side
of the conveyor. Conveyor legs are adjustable from 20” up to 33.5”. The system is designed to
keep maintenance to a minimum and provide a fast and efficient method of product transport.

Heavy-duty motor, industrial strength drive belt, and a simple design make Eastey Series
Conveyors a workhorse that will stand up to manufacturing’s toughest challenges. Each
conveyor is made from ¼” steel that will withstand even the most rugged applications. A
custom two part epoxy finish protects the machine from abusive conditions and ensures years
of use.
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The EC Series conveyors are available now through Eastey Enterprises network of authorized
distributors. Sales inquiries can be directed to Joshua Nelson, Eastey Enterprises, 7041 Boone
Avenue, Brooklyn Park, MN 55428, 1-800-835-9344.

Eastey operates as a subsidiary of Engage Technologies Corporation, parent company of
Squid Ink, Eastey Enterprises, AFM, and Cogent Technologies. Squid Ink
(www.squidink.com) is a leading manufacturer of superior quality inks and ink jet printing
equipment. American Film & Manufacturing (www.afmsleeves.com) manufactures and
supplies shrink sleeves and shrink labeling solutions. Cogent Technologies (www.cogenttech.com) manufactures infrared drying systems used to dry ink in the industrial and graphics
industries.
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